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RALPH HANOVER WINS BROWN JUG AT DELAWARE, OHIO

Ralph Hanover wins the Final for the Brown Jug in 1:55.3 at Delaware, Ohio with Ron Waples driving.
By BOB LOWELL
In winning the Little Brown Jug with Ron Waples finishing second. Happy Fella, 1970; and Niatross, weather was warmer.” Form er
Maine
trainer-driver
Herb
last month, sensational three-year- Fortune Teller was sired by 1980.
The four day Grand Circuit meet McKenney felt that the heavy going
old Ralph Hanover joined a very Governor Skipper.
The second division went to was dampened on Wednesday when along the inside hampered Duenna
select group of triple crown pacers.
The bay colt by Meadow Skipper Crosscurrent with John Campbell in rain moved in Tuesday evening. A in the stretch.
Form er New Englander George
followed
Wednesday
becam e the first Triple Crown victor 1:57 1/5 and Jo Nathan and Buddy cold-front
Gilmour was second. Following morning and the muddy racing Phalen drove C.C. Andy in the
since Niatross in 1980.
Trained by Stew Fillotte and Ralph Hanover’ s victory in the Cane surface prohibited jogging and $38,000 Ohio Colt Sweepstakes and
Leroy Copeland who form erly raced
driven by Ron Waples, Ralph went Pace, at Yonkers, trainer Stew training.
Tarport Frenzy took the measure in New England handled Armbro
to the Jug sporting a bankroll of 1.6 Fillotte said, “ There are only so
million in earnings and a record of many fast and winning miles in a of Hambletonian winner Duenna in Cookie in the $61,000 Walnut Hall.
The Walnut Hall for two-year
horse. We just hope he has enough both heats of the $81,000 Old Oaken
1:54.
Ralph
captured
the
third left for the Jug, which is the most Bucket Three-year-old trot. Stanley fillies was won in straight heats by
slimination division in 1:58 2/5 with important because of its historical Dancer, who cut out both heats, Millynn Hanover in 2:04 and 2:02.2'
finished second in 2:03 3/5 following for driver Dick Macomber. The filly
Skirt Lifter and Billy O’ Donnell significance and prestige.”
Crosscurrent had a record of a half in .59 over a race track by Albatross had won $122,000 going
finishing second. He captured the
final in 1:55 3/5 on a cold and windy 1:53.4, the fastest of the Jug entries, classified only as good. In the next into the race.
It was an enjoyable week of
heat Duenna finished second in 2:02
afternoon winning the 38th renewal going wire to wire at Indianapolis.
history-making harness racing at
The former Triple Crown winners 3/5 following a half in 1:00 3/5.
of the Jug at Delaware, Ohio.
Prior to post time, trainer Paul the Delaware, Ohio track. Many
The first elimination was won by are: Adios Butler, 1959; Bret
Fortune Teller with Ray Remmen in Hanover, 1965; Romeo Hanover, Agurkis told the Northeast Harness .thanks to all for most appreciated
the sulky in 1:56 2/5 and F. Troop 1966; Rum Customer, 1968; Most News team that he wished “ the hospitality.

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Oct. 12 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
Oct. 14 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
Oct. 15 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Lewiston
Oct. 17 — Harrah’s Select Yearling Sale — Atlantic City, N.J.
Oct. 19 — Maine Harness Racing Commission Meeting — Augusta
Oct. 21 — John Campbell & Bill O’Donnell Night — Lewiston
Oct. 22 — Massachusetts Standardbred Horse Sale — Milton, Mass.

Oct. 23 — Maine Breeders Stakes Final Day — Lewiston
Oct. 29 — Pine Tree Mixed Sale — Lewiston Raceway 11:00 A.M.
Oct. 30 — Lewiston/Foxboro Challenge — Lewiston
Nov. 12 — Old Glory Mixed Sale — Yonkers Raceway
Nov. 13 — Old Glory Select Yearling Sale — Yonkers Raceway
Nov. 13 — Ted Wing Day — Lewiston Raceway
Nov. 13 — Mr. 1000 Drivers Championship — Lewiston
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Agricultural Update

Ed & Nicky Pinkham
Wish To Announce Their Purchase Of

DOWNEAST HORSE
SUPPLY
(Formerly GRACE HORSE SUPPLY)
Trailer Currently Located At Lewiston Raceway
“ C o m e in a n d ch eck o u r sp e cia l p r ic e s , p lu s sign up f o r a
w e e k ly d ra w in g o f a g ift c e rtific a te . ”

RFD No. 1 Box 990 Greene, Me. 04236
Tel. 207-946-5845

PINE TREE SALE
Announces

Mixed Sale At Lewiston Raceway
Also

Sale of Equipment — Before and After

October 29,1983 11:00 A.M.

Wayne Gray leads Gaelic Caress yearling trotting filly purchased by Halson Parks
at the Sept. Pine Tree Sale.

Harold Ralph, President Greene, ME. Tel. 207-946-5514

NOTICE! Agricultural Seminar

(W ill Include — Breeding — Racing — Investing, Etc.)
Immediate Registration For A Six Week Course To Be Offered During
the Winter Months In the York County Area For A Very Nominal Fee

Mainely Agriculture

By STEWART N. SMITH
Last weekend, I had the honor of prime farmland due to three basic
being asked to speak at the Common causes: first, some good agricutural
is
being
converted
to
Ground Fair in Windsor, one of land
such
as
Maine’ s most outstanding and nonagricultural sues;
popular agricultural fairs. My topic housing subdivisions or industrial
was to report on the prospects for parks. Second, we are losing good
self-reliance in agriculture. To do so, agricultural land to erosion, this is a
that we have
been
I found it necessary to begin by problem
talking about the specialization of cognizant of for a number of years,
agriculture,
a
dominant
but and have directed a great deal of
declining
aspect
of
today’s public resources towards but still
agricultural economy in the State of have not solved. Third, we have also
lost an enormous amount of
Maine.
I think we are all familiar with the agricultural land to abandonment.
growth of specialization in Maine In many areas farmers have simply
agriculture. It has been a trend since left their land and let it grow up to
1880 and it accelerated rapidly after bushes, and eventually trees.
There are those who will say
the Second World War. Self-reliant
family
farms
became
farms conversion of farmland is not a
specializing in single commodities critical issue. I believe that it must
for sale off the farm and outside the be addressed now, for wherever we
State in order to increase their cash wait until it is obviously critical, it
earnings. Potatoes, broilers, eggs, has already become too late. As the
milk, blueberries, apples — all number of farms and farmers
becam e specialized on certain declines in the area, we eventually
reach a point below what I call the
farms.
In recent years, there has critical mass needed to support
dealers,
short-line
definitely been a growth in the machinery
creditors,
Ex
number of farms that feature more manufacturers,
diversification and self-reliance. tension personnel — all of the inBoth existing and new farmers have frastrusture that is absolutely
reduced their dependency upon the necessary to support a hearthy
precarious system that specialized agriculture.
In other words, wherever some
farm s need. Some of this has been
achieved by growing rotation crops farms disappear, those remaining
aiong with specialized crops. For are increasingly threatened with a
example, we see a healthy increase sudden lack of services and market
in grain crops within our potato opportunities. If suppliers of the
acreage. Some potato farmers are services do not find it profitable,
now growing peas, broccoli and they will withdraw the services. If
other complementary vegetable overall production is not large and
crops on a com mercial basis, selling steady enough, buyers in the
them to marketing and processing marketplace will look elsewhere.
I suggest to you that it may
facilities
already available.
A
second indication of greater self- already be past the time when we
reliance is the increase in animal should address the issues related to
agriculture that one can find in farmland loss. Maine agriculture
Maine. Many of our newer livestock will be minimal or non-existant if we
maintain
adequate
farms, whether they raise lamb, can’t
hogs, or beef, are not full-time agricultural land. But if we act soon,
with strong new initiatives, it may
specialized farms.
There is no question that we’ ve not be too late.
I suggest that we should not only
seen a heathy increase in small,
diversified farms of all kinds. M ary protect existing farmland but also
of these farmers do not seek thei" make available good agricultural
total income from either a single land that may not be in production
crop or even the total production of today. We need a State policy and
their land. In many cases, their State programs to assure that that
farm income is complemented by a land is available to us in the future.
It’ s an issue that I am very con
well-paying job off the farm.
I believe our level of self-reliance cerned about and that the Depart
can be increased, but I don’t think ment is concerned about. We hope to
that
is
going
to
happen work with others who share this
automatically. If we are going to concern. I encourage your in
continue those trends, certain things volvement in that process. If we all
work together, I am confident that
must happen.
First of all, self-reliance in we will be able to develop a solution
agriculture needs public support. which will let us guarantee our
We need programs that provide in children that they will have
centives for diversification, and we agricultural land on which to con
need public programs and private tinue or start self-reliant farming
sector efforts that support and en operations.
courage the start-up of small and Editor’s Note:
As Commissioner Smith indicates, there
part-time farms.
Finally, we need to assure that is usually opportunity fo r farmers to raise
adequate agricultural land will be more than one crop. How about a crop o f
available in the future. Maine lost Standardbred fillies or colts? With ap
three million acres of farmland, or proxim ately $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 in the Maine
roughly two-thirds of its form er Breeders Stakes it might be a good alter
agricultural land base, between 1945 native. There will be a number o f in-foal
and 1978. Today we are still losing broodmares in the upcoming fall sales.

****************************************
Investment Opportunity

WANTED: A few reliable investors interested in limited partnerships of
Standardbred broodmares, weanlings and yearlings. Sire Stakes racing
and sale of bloodstock ultimate goal. Professional management with ex
perienced personnel. Initial investment $10,000. Need resume.

Write — Editor, Northeast Harness News, Boom Rd., Saco,
Maine 04072. Att:'PARTNERS LIMITED.*

Broodmare of the Month
Documenting
the
production
career of Lucky Gem is not so much
a tale of a horse, as a family
cronicle, a guided tour through the
Harness Racing labyrinth of good
times and bad.
Lucky Eden was an Adios halfbrother to Rivaltime, and a virtual
breeding clone to Bullet Hanover.
Like so many sires in the middle, his
progeny,
though
useful
never
carried much intrinsic value.
After Thomas B. Johnson Sr.
returned to Maine, and reconnected
with Maine racing, he sent Frank
Woodbury to New York to buy a
horse or two.
Woodbury exchanged $1,000 of
Johnson’ s money for Lucky Gem, a
Lucky Eden mare. She proved of
little value as a racehorse. She could
get to the half right around a minute,
but Lucky Gem could neither be
rated nor sustain that speed for the
entire mile.
The Johnsons took raising and
later racing colts seriously and
personally. New Entry a first foal
barely made the races, then was
retired to join her dam in the
breeding shed. Then, Dr. Meader, a
local vet suggested Lucky Gem be
bred to Election Day, a tough Maine
race horse.
That decision proved a turning
point for the families, human and
equine. The colt was named T.B.J.
initialed with the breeder’ s pride.
As a two year old T.B.J. helped the
flegling Maine stakes off the ground.
He was just a nose short in the New
England Colt Stakes at Foxboro.
Frank Withee trained and drove, but
it was Johnson himself who called
the shots and turned down $50,000

LUCKY GEM
By Anthony J. Aliberti

part way through his juvenile
season.
T.B.J. affirmed the worth of
Lucky Gem. She was bred to Fly Fly
Byrd, then considered a promising
New York sire. The mare produced
in succession Fly Fly Lucky and
Terri’ s Lucky Lady, two powerfully
fast horses. For a time Terri’ s
Lucky Lady was a national season’ s
champion. Meanwhile T.B.J. as a
four year old earned a 2:00 mark for
Todd Johnson, now the fam ily
trainer.
Fly Fly Lucky was equally im
pressive as a juvenile, and in the
eyes of the owners each of their colts
had all the promise of a new day.
In the end T.B.J. raced an ex
tended career. He has returned to
Maine after earning more than
$150,000. Fly Fly Lucky cam e
tea singly close to a 2:00 mark and
remained
one
of
the
most
courageous pacers now racing.
Terri’ s Lucky Lady earned more
than $55,000.
Fueled by Johnson’ s enthusiasm
and optimism these three horses set
separate track standards around
Maine in 1979, from Fryeburg to
Cumberland.
Their celebrations in the winners
circle are legendary.
The last foals from Lucky Gem
were by Nero and Precious Fella,
but when Thomas B. Johnson Sr.
passed away, much of the magic
disappeared as well.
But for a time these people and
their horses tasted the sweetest
fruits harness racing has to offer.
The energy came from Thomas B.
Johnson himself, but the colts cam e
from Lucky Gem.

Lucky Gem turned out at the Jean Ballou farm in Winthrop, Me. is back in foal to
Election Day.

Attention - Breeders!
Need Good Home For

BRET’S BOY
(Bret Hanover — Darn Cool)

Sire of Twenty Foals Who Have Raced In the Maine Stakes; Including,

Race Me Aggie p. 2:00 f.
Need Space As We Will Be Breeding His Daughters
To Our New Stallion, G.G.’S SKIPPER (Meadow Skipper-Cigi Blue Chip)

For More Information Call:
Dana or Jean Childs 207-854-2494.

r
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WANTED! HORSES TO BOARD
Stall Rentals — $120 Month
Available Immediately For T h e’83-’84 Winter Season
First Come, First Served
Cinderblock building 12x12 stalls — 200’x60’ indoor riding arena — riding
essons — trail rides — harness driving lessons.

Contact: Carl Webster 207-774-2269

PEGASUS STABLE
77 Babbidge Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Nutrition News
WHICH TO FEED FIRST, HAY OR
GRAIN? HOW LONG BEFORE A
RACE?
When a horse shoudl be fed, and in
what sequence he should be fed, has
been an age-old discussion. For
many years, it was believed by
many thoroughbred trainers that
horses should not be provided any
solid food for six hours prior to race
time. This doesn’t make much sense
because the rate of passage in a
horse from the mouth to the large
intestines takes about two hours,
and another 24 hours through the
intestines. Therefore, it it’s the
stomach that is involved, it would
seem logical to withdraw feed from
a horse 2 -2 V z hours prior to race
time, rather than six hours.
Under most conditions, horses
should be fed at their regular time
because regularity seems to be of
greater significance than with
drawal. Obviously, one would not
feed 10 lbs. of concentrate an hour
prior to serious exertion by the
horse. The argument as to whether
hay should be fed prior to the grain
or vice versa
really is a moot
question because if you have two
variables, one will usually precede
the other — it depends on the
sequence. For example, hay/grain
or grain/hay depends on where you
break the sequence. Therefore, if
horses have hay in front of them
most of the time, the grain is fed
only as a supplement to provide
additional energy as well as proteins
and other things lacking in the hay
that they will provide.
STUDIES INDICATE YOUNG
HORSES CAN “ CATCH UP”
Recent studies have indicated that
horses that may not be fed ex
ceptionally well until they are about

By DR. WILLIAM TYZNIK
8 months of age will compensate for
the loss of growth, if provided with
high-quality feed by that point in
time. The question also arises,
however, as to whether or not the
little horse that is left on his mare,
who does not produce adequate
amounts of milk, may not gain an
advantage by being provided with
supplemental feed early in life. The
most rapid growth of all animals
occurs at very young ages in
development.
PASTURES FOR HORSES
The pastures for horses have
always been a concern in the horse
industry. The first requirement of a
pasture is that it grows well. There
is not much point in trying to get a
nutritious pasture established in an
area where the forage is not capable
of growing. Each part of the country
grows different types of grasses and
legumes.
Too often,
however,
pastures are native grasses that
grow regardless of what we do to
them or for them. These so-called
permanent pastures are frequently
mismanaged,
overstocked,
overgrazed and do not yield very
much in the way of nutrients to
horses. Pastures should be clipped
routinely so that only the young
grasses are coming on. Horses will
not eat mature grass and even
though the stand looks good, horses
m ay not be getting very much
nutrition from them.
As is true
with hay, if horses are maintaining
weight and seem to appear in good
condition,
frequently
the
only
supplements that are required on
pasture would be minerals and
adequate water. As the pasture is
eaten down, then both hay and grain
supplementation may need to be
provided.
W i
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Trainer Profile

The Magic of Warren Strout

By GARDNER PATTERSON

Every so often in the annals of
Maine harness' racing history a
horseman comes along to add
another chapter to the sport and
Warren Strout has been compiling a
large one on this score. The Brad
ford, Maine, horseman who does his
racing on the Maine circuit has for a
number of years developed top flight
young colts and fillies that have
dominated many of the Maine Sire
Stakes.
Strout is now weaving his training
magic as trainer/manager for the
big Cianchette Stable of Pittsfield.
Strout says that he is no magician
but that it is all hard devoted work
seven days a week, along with
having good help. Another member
of the Strout family who shares his
duties is his wife Lillian who plays
an important part.
Strout started his career with
horses as a young fellow driving
teams in the woods. Horses becam e
his prime interest and in the sum
mer he began pulling teams at the
country fairs. Then he graduated
into harness racing, but you can still
catch him up on the bleachers
urging on a good pulling team.
The first horse he raced was Queen’s Cardinal at Blue Hill Fair,
and he still has a warm spot for the
George Robinson and granddaughter Wendy Bean hold Valerie's Beano three year old colt. After a win in 2:01.4 driven by
old pacer that launched him on his
Walter Case, Jr., trainer Warren Strout is presented a trophy by Tony Aliberti, Sire Stakes publicity.
racing career. Rocky Ringo, Abben,
a handsome chesnut owned by the three-year-old Valerie’ s Beano the four-year-old B.G. Bunny mare both by Skipper Knox who stands at
Virginia Scribner of Unity was his owned by George Robinson, Bangor, Maeanna owned by the Cianchette the Cianchette Stable.
first good colt. One of his first that has won the last eight of his Stable, that just broke the track
Another record holder at Bangor
patrons
was
Kermit
Allen, twelve starts and was reined to a record at Farmington Fair by Raceway developed by Strout was
Sedgewock, who gave him the mark of 2:01.4 at Bangor Raceway, pacing a mile in 2:01.3 driven by the filly, Girl Friday owned by the
trotter Spencer Wyn. Allen now owns The Mr. Suffolk colt has banked over David Ingraham. The old record Chows, who as a two-year-old at
the three-year-old stakes pacer B.K. $15,000 so far this season.
was held by another Strout trained Bangor paced in 2:03.1.
King by Time Clock. Another Allen
Another stand-out that has raced horse, Lollypaloosa, who went in
Other top young stake pacers in
trotter that did well on the Maine in New England was Pub’s Cub, a 2:03.1 back in 1978. As an added note, the Cianchette Stable this season are
tracks was Miss Lily Hayes who two-year-old by Silent Majority, Lollypoloosa’s record
mile
at Slick Silent by Silent Majority owned
trotted in 2:06. Another owner along owned by Dr. Alroy & Eastlyn Chow, Bangor Raceway was broken a by Dr. Chow and Chinbro Nick
with Allen who has remained with Presque Isle, who won at Foxboro, couple of seasons ago by Walter O’Time owned by Ival Cianchette.
him through the years is Charles in the sizzling time of 2:00.2. During Case, Jr. driving Rebecca Jean to a
At the present time, Strout is
“ Jazz” Holt, Ellsworth, who has his first starts at Bangor Raceway 2:01.3 mile for Strout. Lollypaloosa waiting for a new fall consignment
raced a number of speedy pacers.
the colt was driven by Chuck Moran.
was owned by Roosevelt Susi, West of yearling colts and fillies to be
This season Strout and his trainers
In recent weeks another young Buxton, who has two fine two-year- broken at the Cianchette Stable’ s
have been busily developing such pacer that has burst on the racing old Standardbred Stake fillies, Lewiston Raceway training quaroutstanding Maine Stakes talent as scene under Strout’ s tutelage was Bonney Eagle and Peerless Patsy ters.

Horse of the Month
Racing out of one of Maine’s top
stables, Race Me Aggie (Bret’ s Boy
— Tartastic) has developed into one
of Maine’ s top mares. Owned by the
Race Me Stables of Westbrook,
Maine, Race Me Aggie has shown
her dominance in the Fillies —
Mares
Opens
at
Scarborough
Downs, where she recently won four
in a row.
Race Me Aggie’ s career began on
July 2, 1980, in a Maine Breeders’
Stakes event (for two-year-old
fillies) at Scarborough Downs,
where she finished third in 2:16
behind Arn’s Runaround and For
mal Robin. In her next two starts,
both at Scarborough, she also was
third, pacing no faster than 2:12.4.
The stakes action then shifted north
to Bangor. In her first start there,
R ace Me Aggie closed from off the
pace to win in 2:18. She then finished
a fast-closing second to Arn’s
Runaround in her next start ( also at
Bangor). Then, at Skowhegan on
August 12, Race Me Aggie ran the
best race of her young career.
Leaving alertly, she reached the top
at the three-quarters pole. She then
held off a late charge by Arn’s
Runaround to win by a nose in 2:16.4.
R ace Me Aggie had established
herself as one of the top fillies in
Maine.

By K.C. JOHNSON

^ace
After this, Race Me Aggie tailed
off slightly. In her next four starts
she was winless, recording three
seconds in the Maine* Breeders’
Stakes and a fifth in a New England
Sires’ Stakes event. Then,
she
won at Cumberland by an incredible
fifteen lengths, won at Fryeburg by
a head, and then won the finals at
Cumberland in an excellent 2:08.2.
For 1980, she had five wins and
$8,387 earned.
Race Me Aggie started off 1981
well. She had two wins and a second
in her first four (non-stakes) starts.
She then swept through the Maine
Stakes. She won an incredible
thirteen
consecutive
Breeders’
Stakes events. Among these were an
impressive win in 2:06 at Scar
borough, a win by nine lengths at
Bangor, and a win by seven lengths
at Farmington. Her main com 
petition was Ten O’clock (who was
second ten times), but she was
rarely close to Race Me Aggie at the
wire. In all, she won ten of the
thirteen preliminary legs of the
three-year-old filly division by three
lengths or more. During this period,
she also beat the colts in an In
vitational at Windsor and beat New
England’ s best in a New England
Sires’ Stakes eventHer
year ended on a sad note, however,

for she was impeded in the Stakes
finals at Lewiston and finished
second by a head to Ten O’ clock . She
concluded the year, though, with
seventeen wins, $23,177 earned, and
a mark of 2:04.2.
Race Me Aggie’s 1982 season was
an excellent one. She began the year
in medium conditionals, recording
two wins and three seconds while
racing against such horses as
Northerner, Tartuf, Zodiac, and
Wilbea Skipper. However, she had
earned only $1,624. Then, on June 13,
she put in a spectacular effort. She
beat the best mares in New England,
including My Bird Lady and
R om ie’ s Goldie, in 2:04.2 in a $4,000
Mares Invitational at Scarborough.
She
was
then
classified
as
Preferred.
Her races as a Preferred were
excellent. At Scarborough, she
finished second twice and third five
times. She also won a Preferred at
Windsor in a lightning 2:02.2, a new
lifetime mark. She then trailed off,
however, recording a fifth, eighth,
and a did not finish in her next three
starts. But the fall belonged to Race
Me Aggie. At Lewiston, she had
three wins, two seconds, and a third
in just six starts. Her four-year-old
campaign was thus concluded
successfully, with seven wins, eight

seconds, seven thirds, and $10,428
earned.
Race Me Aggie’s 1983 campaign
has been just as successful as her
previous three. She had trouble in
her first six starts, though, winning
just once (in 2:03.4), then however,
she becam e razor sharp. On June 5,
she beat winners/over $2,500 horses
in 2:04.3. Then a new race was
created at Scarborough Downs: a
Fillies — Mares Open. Race Me
Aggie has simply dominated this
class. In thirteen starts against
Maine’ s best fillies and mares, she
has won six times.
Also, she
finished second at Foxboro on
September 16 in 2:00.4, beaten by
only three-quarters of a length.
This past week, however, the stable
is celebrating as Aggie lowered her
life-time mark to 2:00 at Foxboro
Raceway.
Thus, one can look at the record
and see just how good a horse Race
Me Aggie is. She is well on her way
to a third straight year of over
$10,000 earned. She has shown, in the
past, her dominance of stakes
filliep: she is now showing her
dominance of older mares. She will
undoubtedly face more challenges in
the future, but when she retires,
there is no doubt that Race Me Aggie
will be remembered as one of
Maine’s greatest pacing mares.
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A Day at the Races
MONTICELLO — The seed had
been planted in my mind since last
winter. I noticed in several daily
newspapers that a few rabid hockey
fans had successfully completed
their mission of attending three
hockey games in one night.
It seemed like a great promotional
gim m ick in one sense, and a fun
filled challenge in another. Being a
horse racing fanatic, I began to
realize that a similar type challenge,
involving journeys to race tracks,
was an interesting proposition.
As an intern in the Publicity
department at Monticello, I mentioned the idea to John Manzi, the
track’ s PR Director, and he assured
me that he would assist me in my
unprecedented feat.
Once I finally decided to follow
through, another decision awaited,
Who would be my partner in this
endeavor? Who would be able to
sacrifice a Saturday to literally
“ eat, drive and drink” racing, put
up with my continual jargon of
claimers, sprints, bad posts, good
drives, etc., and last but not least, be
crazy enough to attempt this. In the
end, only one fit the aforementioned
qualifications — my close friend and
college roommate, Owen Geisz.
After thinking it over, we decided
to attempt the “ Five Track Trek” on
a Saturday, Sept. 10. First of all, it fit
our schedule, and more importantly,
because of larger crowds and visions
of increased handles, post times
invariably are lengthened. It would
“ buy” us some extra time if
necessary.
We mapped out our strategy after
scouring over road maps, and we
finally (with the help of the R ecord’s
one man racing department, Mark
Schwartz) decided on the order of
the tracks we would attend.
First stop, Freehold Raceway,
Upon arriving at New Jersey’ s halfmile oval, one of our prior concerns
was immediately confirmed. When
we, felt the blistering heat and
humidity that radiated from the
pavement in front of the grandstand,
we realized that “ Mother Nature”
had presented another obstacle. By
providing us with stiflihg heat for
our 400-mile trek, we knew one thing
— “ she wanted to make sure that we
earned it.
We watched the first race there,
collected a mutuel ticket, and set our
sights on Belmont Park, Long
Island’ s gargantuan l-Vfe-mile track,
We hit Belmont’ s parking lot at 3:15
p.m. and by the time we circled the

By SCOTT COOPER
stands looking for a relatively close
parking spot (to no avail), we settled
adjacent to the Cross Island Parkway.
With a pair of favorites winning
the sixth and seventh races, we
exited Belmont with lighter wallets
and shaken confidence. It was all
worth it, though. We were given box
seats, courtesy of the N.Y.R.A., and
sat near some of the gam e’ s most
notable trainers Elliot Burch and
JanNerud.
Next stop, the Meadowlands. On
the journey across the George
Washington Bridge back to the
Garden State, we observed a scary
situation that would greatly affect
our route from the Meadowlands to
Yonkers. The incoming traffic on the
bridge was backed up for miles, and
there were more overheated cars on
the expanse than there are horses at
Freehold.
Our schedule on the evening
agenda was much tighter than the
afternoon itinerary. There was very
little room for error. We watched the
opening six furlong encounter at the
East Rutherford plant, and we
aimed for the fourth hurdle —
Yonkers Raceway. Thanks to an
accurate, alternate route, devised
by my trusty co-pilot, we ventured
through the Lincoln Tunnel and up
the Major Deegan. Luckily we
sidestepped the brutal traffic back
up.
We drove off the Central Ave. exit
to the half-mile at Yonkers. After
witnessing the third and fourth
races, with little luck at the mutuel
windows, we sprinted out to the lot,
and headed upstate. Although we
were headed north, our bodies told
us that this was the Vs pole.
Never had Monticello Raceway
looked so beautiful. We pulled into
the parking lot, while on the radio,
the Yankee relief pitching was once
again, folding like an accordian.
Who cares, we had accomplished
our predetermined feat. We made it!
The trip was great. We enjoyed
ourselves, even though it was a long
day. What could be better than
traveling to race tracks? Rem em ber
one thing. This trip could not have
been accomplished without the
tremendous assistance from John
Manzi and the PR directors at the
other tracks,
At the conclusion of the trip, we
have vowed never to attend five
tracks again.
Next time, around the middle of
October, we are going for six!

Selling On November 12th At

THE OLD GLORY
SALE
Yonkers Raceway
Yonkers, N.Y.

T.W . HAPPINESS 3,
Maine stakes money-winning trotter.
14 starts-10 wins nearly $20,000 at time of consignment...
Excellent attitude, and sound. Too good for Maine!
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Monticello News

“Casey” gets a champagne bath from P.R. man John Manzi, after scoring his
178th win with Meadow Merino in 2:04.4 at Monticello Raceway.

New Dash Winner Walter Case Jr.
MONTICELLO — When the
inevitable happens within the upcoming week and Walter Case
obliterates John Gilmour’ s record of
dash winners at a single meet, it
should come as no real surprise to
those who have witnessed Case’s
talents throughout the year. For the
past several months, the realization
that Case was a veritable shoo-in for
the record became increasingly
obvious as the races went by.
When the 22-year-old sensation
from Lewiston, Maine entered the
Monticello backstretch in April,
everyone
was
aware
of
the
credentials that he transported with
him. For Walter, it was a move that
was both timely and necessary.
“ It was kind of hard to leave my
hometown. But I felt that it was time
for me to find out how good I can be.
I wasn’t ready for the big leagues,
and I thought Monticello would be an
excellent proving ground,” he said,
His statistics indicated that it was
indeed time to move on to bigger and
better things. Last year, he easily
captured the driving championship
at Lewiston Raceway in his home
state, and made a very serious
challenge at overtaking Hall of
Fam er Herve Filion for the leading
dash-winning driver in the nation,
He fell short, but he had arrived as a
force to be reckoned with. Oh, it was
evident that this kid was good — but
how good? After 685 drives and 173
wins, the answer seems blatantly
obvious — extremely good.
The numbers he has compiled this
year are amazing. His universal has
risen to a remarkable .386, and his
win percentage is an unbelievable
.248. One thing is for certain, Case
will not break this record through
attrition and the law of averages. He
won’t keep his followers in suspense,
either. Gilmour seemed to have a
flair for the dramatics when he
broke the previous mark with only
two days left in the meet. Case’s
relentless pursuit will culminate in
early autumn before the trees have a
chance tQ change color,
, v
r
Case’ s distinictidiis tb the Svttfld of

harness racing do not begin with his
feat on the horizon in the Catskills,
At age 17, he drove his first parimutuel race and he has becom e the
youngest driver ever to reach the
1,000-win plateau. Winning has
becom e an obsession to him.
“ Winning is a thrill I will never get
used to. I watch films of the best
drivers and I constantly study
horses,” he stated. “ And one thing is
always for sure — I’ m just always
hungry for that next win.”
He will not be satisfied with this
accomplishment. Once he collars
Gilmour’s record, he will take dead
aim toward another important goal
— becoming the leading dash winning driver in the nation. It is
something that he covets and thirsts
for.
While the road ahead in this quest
does not get any easier, he should be
aided by the fact that the two
current leaders, the maestros of the
Meadowlands, Johnny Campbell
and Bill O’Donnell, have been
limited in drives since the Big M
closed its doors for the season in
August. Also, he will not have to
contend with Filion, the man who
has seemed to “ own” the title in
recent years. Filion is not in the
running this year.
Through the winter months, Case
and Liberty Bell’ s Eddie Davis may
indeed battle for top honors. Case
will be in the thick of it when the
issue is decided in December. It is
constantly on his mind.
“ I want to win the national
championship,” he said. “ I’ve got
something to strive for. If nothing
else I want to establish myself as one
of the leading drivers in the nation,
That’s what I really want.”
After what this young dynamo has
accomplished,
nothing
in
the
following years should surprise us.
H e’ s accomplished so much in such
a short time.
Case has becom e Monticello’s
most valuable resource. He may win
the national title, or he may not.
. But, one gets the feeling that it is
only a matter of time.
iv i - X
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PINESeptember
TREE
SALE
10,1983

LEWISTON RACEWAY

Lewiston Race-Way was the location for the annual Select Yearling Sale on
Sept. 10. There were also a few broodmares offered for sale to round off a good
day for breeders, consiguors and sales personnel. Only those horses present will
be listed as a number of horses were out of the sale.
YEARLINGS
Holly Hock Jason
(Puppet — Torolona)
Holly Hock Falcon
(Mountain Croy — White Jade)
Holly Hock Holly
(Scotch Bander — Oaklawn Princess)
Holly Hock Emerald
(Skipper Glenn — VIH)
Rae Lee Banker
(Scotch Banker — Mini Miss Tux)
Holly Hock Gem
(Scotch Banker — Jeanie Weanie)
Holly Hock Banker
(Scotch Banker — Sarah T. Knight)
Holly Hock Dream
(Scotch Banker — Mia Jay Time)
Holly Hock Chuckie
(Scotch Banker — Deviled Egg)
Holly Hock Iris
(Adios Skipper — Magic Cindi)
Res Judicata
(Coral Ridge — Shadydale Air Baby)
Favorite Choice
(Bettor’s Choice — Tiny B. Oregon)
Stephenna
(Stephen O — Hapa’s Filly)
Steph’s Lass
(Stephen O. — Chancey Matilda)
Glorious Steph
(Stephen O. — My Gal A.)
Stephennikee
(Stephen O. — Sweet Sota)
Master Steph
(Stephen O. — Take The Bit)
Gaelic Brogue
(Nevele Pilot — Banbury Blackbird)
Gaelic Knight
(Ricci Bold Payster — Katy Valentine)
Gaelic Caress
(The Fireball — Careless Mold)
Gaelic Vision
(Ricci Bold Payster — Vermont Adios)
Gaelic Tabitha
(Ricci Bold Payster — Tourterella)
Silver Thistle
(Job — Bleeding Heart)
O Precious Me
(Stephen O. — Me Jane)
WEANLINGS
Oh Me
(Stephen O. — Me Jane) .
TWO YEAR OLDS
Holly Hock Angel
(Scotch Banker — Sarah T. Knight)
Ruby Hayden
(Scotch Banker — Mohawk Fancy)
Princess of Pride
(Pride Hanover — Born Again)
D.J.’s Gold
(Scotch Banker — Lady Jasmine)
Miss Jennie Jane
(Royal Prince — Linda Mark)
Arundel Mountain
(Nevele Pilot — Sister Crain)
BROODMARES
Sarah T. Knight
(Next Knight — Little Miss Billie)
Andrea’s Dream
(Buckeye Champ — Priss Oregon)
Mohawk Fancy
(Bye Bye Sam — Spring Fancy)
White Jade
(Runnymede Chuck — Mighty Her)
Hy Times Donut
(Keystone Ore — Shadow Donut)
Eddie’s Spud
(Meadow Eddie — Spud’s Girl)
Stonegate Dawn
(Thorpe Hanover — Meadow Pick)
Born Again
(Knight Star — Annie Tassel)
Sister Crain
(Ichabod Crain — Geneva Hanover)

Invites You For
Exciting Harness Racing
Featuring

The New American Tote “ 300”

$1,600
$800

Oct. 5th Thru Dec. 4

$1,300

Post Time At 7:30 P.M On
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday With A
2:00 P.M. Post Time On Sunday

$1,150
$1,550
$900
$750
$1,150
$1,500
$750
$5,700
$2,700
$2,200
$2,200

LEWISTON RACEWAY

$5,700
$2,000

THE HEART OF HARNESS RACING

$2,200
$5,600

Cable T.V.

Maine Harness Racing
Harness racing coverage is now most every Maine home which has
available to fans in 150,000 homes cable will receive “ At the Gate” .
throughout
Maine
via
cable The potential for growth is great,
and similar systems could be
television network.
“ At the Gate” is a fast-paced half- established throughout the country.
hour program comprised entirely of Then tapes of races, interviews, etc.
harness
racing,
divided
into could be exchanged.”
Tony Aliberti who initiated the
features, stakes coverage, races,
show,
envisions
the
eventual
vets’ observations and news.
Each week, tapes are sent to ^he establishment of an historic archive
cable affiliates who air them ac of notable racing personalities.
cording
to
their
own
local After less than a year, tapes have
requirements. Often the shows are already been obtained of Stanley
aired twice or more in a week.
Dancer, Billy Haughton, Walter
In addition, taped segments of “ At Case, Jr., Norman Woolworth, Billy
the Gate” have been broadcast as O’ Donnell and others.
news on local com m ercial stations
Aliberti also hopes to assemble a
and on ESPN’ s “ Down the Stretch.” history of Maine racing on tape,
Tracks also run the program documented by old timers through
through their individual video their memories, thus preserving and
sharing their understanding of the
systems.
Funding for the show has been sport.
Some of “ At the Gate’ s” recent
provided by local businesses as well
as through industry sources. Each accomplishments include providing
contributor is assured coverage, and tape for a department of agriculture
individual segments are devoted to special to air on com m ercial
horsemen, the Maine Stakes and television later this year; taping of
races and interviews from the first
breeding farms.
Local and national reaction to the four Stakes weeks at Scarborough
show has been supportive. More Downs and Bass Park; and taping of
the
systems to be added soon and confirmation hearings for
estimates that within a few years, Commissioners.

$2,800
$2,500
$2,600
$2,600
$1,000
$1,900
$1,000
$550
$325
$500
$950
$500
$350
$550
$425
$300
$350
$850
$350
$400
$350
$200
,t

'i ' J* yi

'’ ' / i

If you want “At The Gate” in your local system convince them locally to air the
show. “At The Gate” will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand. We are
i
Wooing, to add Westbrook and possiblyRochester to the growing Hst of stations.
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By LEE ALLEN

There were several outstanding
performances on the Maine Circuit
during September but one stands
alone. Ideal Wilco paced the fastest
mile in the history of Maine harness
racing when he won President’ s
Pace V in 1:57.3 Sept. 4 at Scar
borough Downs.
The previous best time for the
State of Maine was 1:58.4 by My Bill
Forwood in 1981 and again in 1982.
With the variant at 10, Ideal Wilco
earned an Al-Var speed rating of 130.
Until Ideal Wilco turned in that
super fast mile, the highest Al-Var
rating ever for Maine was 126.
Jetlite did it in 1980 and My Bill
Forwood equaled it in 1981.
A four-year-old roan son of Smog,
Ideal Wilco followed his sensational
performance at Scarborough with a
1:56.1 mile at Foxboro, beating
N ero’ s B.B. by two and a half
lengths.
Ideal Wilco is owned by Victoria
Silverman of Floral Park, N.Y.
Driver Rene Poulin received a $1,00(
bonus for breaking the track record
Trainer Jean Camirano said ht
would bring Ideal Wilco back nex
year to defend his President’ s Pace
title which brings up the possibility
of a match between My Bill Forwood
and the current Maine pacing
champ.
Another
record-breaking
per
form ance was turned in by Maeanna
on the final day of the Franklin
Country Fair at Farmington. The
four-year-old daughter of B.G .’ s
Bunny smashed the track record by
nearly two seconds with a sen
sational 2:01.3 clocking. The old
mark was 2:03.1, set by Lollypaloosa
in 1978.
Maeanna is owned by Ival Cianchette of Pittsfield. Warren Strout is
the trainer. David Ingraham did the
driving.
Hanobell earned Pacer of the
Month honors by posting Al-Var
speed ratings over 100 for three
winning trips. The five-year-old son
of Isolator Hanover had ratings of
110, 106 and 102 for trainer-driver
Gary Mosher. The horse is owned by
Mosher and Michele Picard of

Oakland. Mosher also won the
driving championship at Scar
borough and received a $1,000 check
on the final night.
There were six pacers that had
two winning trips with Al-Var speed
ratings of 100 or better. They were
Ryal Eagle, 121 and 113; Valerie’ s
Beano, 106 and 106; Richochet
Skipper, 107 and 106; Flashy Tone,
102 and 101; A.L.M. 105 and 103.
There were no trotters with more
than one winning trip of 80 or better
on the Al-Var speed scale. Star of
Lov is Trotter of the Month for
posting the highest speed rating.
The six-year-old son of Watchful
set a new season’ s record for trot
ters with an Al-Var speed rating of
104. That was done Sept. 10 at
Scarborough with a 2:03.1 mile.
Star of Lov is owned by Robert
Allen of Cumberland. Don Richards
is the trainer-driver.
manager, Lloyd Johnson, announces Gary Mosher as Scarborough Downs
Freeman Parker earned Driver of General
“Driving Champion.” Observing the presentation is Director of Racing, Elliot
the Month honors as he drove five
Tracy.
horses that posted magic figures
(100 for pacers, 80 for trotters)
during the past month. Gary Mosher
was runnerup with four. David
Ingraham and Paul Battis drive
three each.
Warren Strout is Trainer of the
Month. He had five horses reach
m agic figures. Gary Mosher and
Only 3 Minutes From Farm To Goose Rocks Beach
Paul Battis had three each.
Ryal Eagle won the last big race of
—- Reservations Now Being Taken —
the season at Scarborough Downs,
capturing the $4,000 New Englander
• Therapeutic Swimming • Turn-outs • Conditioning •
P ace in 2:02.4. Cambro Time was a
fast-closing second on the chilly
closing night.
A healthy mutuel handle of I w an t to th an k th ose w h ose h orses I was p r iv ile d g e d to
$212,132 on the final night boosted sw im a n d c o n d itio n this y e a r .
D on H a rp e r .
the Downs total handle to a record
$15,333,668. Theat was $310,406 over
the old record which was set in 1981.
Open 7 Days — 365 Days Yr.
With the completion of Scar
borough’ s extended meet and the
421 West St.
282-1146
Biddeford, Me.
windup of fair racing, the scene has
shifted to Lewiston where racing
will continue four days a week until
Sunday, Dec. 4.
Following are the pacers that
reached 100 on the Al-Var speed
scale for a winning trip between
Aug. 29 and Sept. 25:

THE TOP TEN
Ideal Wilco
Cheviot, B. Ranger
Ryal Eagle, F. Parker
Maeanna, D. Ingraham
Ryal Eagle, F. Parker
Hanobell, G. Mosher
Beth’ s Brave Lad, W. Case Jr.
Fast Pete, P. Battis
Jovial Fella, G. Mosher
He’ s A Smokin, A. Nason
Wilbea Skipper, D. Gray
BEST OF THE REST
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard
Plymouth Mac, R. Sumner
Thadeus Jack, J.C. Smith
Two Score, B. Hastey
Valerie’s Beano, F. Parker
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard
Valerie’ s Beano, D. Ingraham
Hanobell, G. Mosher
Fast Pete, P. Battis
Bret’ s Tango, J. Ammann
A.L.M., G. MacKenzie
Vision Of Sin, B. Charlton
High Eagle, B. Hastey
Ghenghis Ghinny,
W. LaFreniere Jr.
Carolyn Butler, L. Fitch
Happy Jaunt, L. Fitch
H arvey’ s Tom, S. Whittemore

Determined Squirt, R. Lanpher
Sylvan Irish, K. Daigle
Hotline Lobell, F. Parker
Pinstripes, C. Pillsbury
A.L.M ., G. MacKenzie Jr.
Hanobell, G. Mosher
Flashy Tone, S. Brown
Swanzey Gus, F. Parker
Flashy Tone, S. Brown
Trader John, G. Deletetsky
Isle of Joy, J. Davis
Vent Dest, T. Taylor
L.F. Andy, C. Carter
Chinbro Steadytime,
D. Ingraham
Don’ s Skipper, T. Wing
R ace Me Aggie, W. Childs

■ ■ II

..........................................I

I

130
124
121
116
113
110
110
109
109
108
108
107
107
107
107
106
106
106
106
105
105
105
104
104
104
103
103
103
I

II M

Board & Train
“ ON THE BEACH”

Whistling Wings Farm

103
103
103
103
103
102
102
101
101
101
101
100
100
100
100
100

Following are the trotters that
reached 80 on the Al-Var speed scale
for a winning trip from Aug. 30 to
Sept. 25:
Star of Lov, D. Richards
104
B.B .’ s High Note, P. Battis
93
Good Time Harlan, G. Bowden
91
Beechwind’ s Thunder, R. Lanpher90
M.J. Barry, R. Bartlett
88
My Nite Song, D. Norton
87
Chinatown, F. Johnson
84
Church Bell, D. Richards
80
Knotch Hill Gamble, J. Nason
80 SOLD! TO THE HIGH BIDDER! Do you recognize him? Who are the others in the
picture? When? Where? Gotcha!
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Brown Jug History

Hall of Fame Update
The First Two Minute Harness Horse
s\-,)

The world was waiting for the
sunrise in 1903. It had been waiting a
hundred years or more for this
special moment. But it has never
arrived. Suddenly, it was so close
you could almost taste it. And then
something terrible happened; the
moment everyone had been waiting
for now seemed far away once
again. Just because of that man!
Light-harness horsemen — they
differentiated
between
“ lightharness horsemen” and those that
drove “ heavy-harnessed” horses in
those days — were disappointed
when C.K.G. Billings bought a
trotter named Lou Dillon. Any other
horse but that one. Lou Dillon was,
hopefully, the special moment they
had been waiting for. She was hailed
as the coming two-minute trotter.
And Billings was a matinee hor
seman who never raced his horses in
professional events. Lou Dillon, they
thought, would be lost to the tracks.
She would never achieve her
potential as a matinee performer.
Wrong.
C.K.G. may have been among the
five richest men in the country at the
time, but he was human, too. And
what man wouldn’t have enjoyed
paving the sport’ s first two minute
trotter in his stable. Billings went for
it.
After a few time trials which
revealed the horse’ s great speed,
her owner sent her back to the
matinees. In one of them she hit the
half in 59 seconds but tired and
completed the mile in more time
than expected. The critics jumped
all over the trotter, calling her an
“ exploded phenom,” a “ morning
glory,” and all sorts of un-nice
things. However, one week later in
Readville,
Massachusetts,
Lou
Dillon made 'em all eat their words.
She romped around the track with
the greatest of ease — and even the
critics she did please. A harness
horse had finally trotted a mile in
two
minutes.
Thousands
of
newspapers, the following morning,

headlined the story. The foreign
press carried it in papers throughout
the civilized world. (All the world
wasn’t civilized in 1903. Eighty years
later, it still isn’t.)
The event stirred the imagination
of biologists, hereditarians and
natural historians, all of whom tried
to figure out what it took to achieve
this sporting milestone — and just
how fast would a harness horse be
able to go in the future. (We still
haven’t answered that question.)
Lou Dillon busted another world’s
record a fortnight later — this time
in Cleveland. Hitched to the same
high wheel sulky pulled by Maud S.
when she trotted to her 1885 record
of 2:08 3/4, Lou Dillon lowered the
mark to 2:05. But the National
Trotting Association declared it
illegal, saying the sulky had been
tampered with — ball bearings had
been inserted in the axles to aid Lou
Dillon. It wasn’t so. Nevertheless,
the N.T.A. disallowed the record on
the ground the mare had already
made a faster mark pulling a low
wheel bike sulky. So Maud S.
remained in the record book as the
queen of the high wheelers and Lou
Dillon becam e the darling of bikes.
The careers of these two champion
mares were similar in several ways.
Both were owned by wealthy men
who retired their horses from the
track when they were purchased,
using them for their own pleasure.
Both horses were called “ exploded
phenoms” : Maud S. also was
criticized for being mixed gaited,
crazy and no account; Lou Dillon as
being erratic and hard to start.
(Sounds more like an automobile.)
Speaking of automobiles — which
is a sneaky way to close out a
column — 1903 was also a time when
these “ creatures of the devil” began
running the trotting horse off the
road and many prominent citizens
began trading in their horses for.
horseless
carriages.
Reginald
Vanderbilt was one of them. Reggie
was from an old trotting horse
fam ily — William H. Vanderbilt had
owned Maud S. — but nothing was
going to stop the younger Van
derbilt’ s
plans
to
erect
a
magnificent country house at Sandy
Point, near Portsmouth, Rhode
Island, as well as an “ automobile
house” for all his cars.
The same year, Buffalo Bill Cody
was photographed in London behind
the wheel of his new Winton touring
car. It was a very special day for the
Colonel: his 58th birthday. Perhaps
the reason for a new car was this:
Buffalo Bill had fallen off his horse
while riding in London the week
before and figured it was time to
trade in HIS horse. He never
returned to the western plains. He
knew how difficult it was to shoot
buffalo from a touring car.

FOR SALE
New Hampshire/New England trotting bred yearling filly BOLD KID-JULIA
ROSE ABBOTT). Only twenty-one stakes eligibles in this class!

FOR SALE: OK TRADE
Four-year-old POMP-SILKYWAY mare, half sister to Bold Kid, full sister
to Killy Dunloe 3, 2:05.4h, 4, 2:02.3f ($42,411.00)
Both reasonably priced.

Call 207-935-2754 — 207-697-2303. Ask for Bob. "

One
of
the
world’ s
most
prestigious harness events, The
Little Brown Jug was first raced in
1946 and captured by Ensign
Hanover with Ohio reinsman Curly
Smart.
Smart was subbing for an ailing
Sep Palin and the Jug went four
heats. Royal Chief won the first heat
for Del Cameron in 2:02 3/5 and was
also driven by Tom Berry and
finished third with a summary of 1-63-3.
His Lady, a filly, with Joe Hylan
up won the third heat and finished

By BOB LOWELL
second in the race with a summary
of 4-4-1-2.
The race winner, Ensign Hanover
by Billy Direct, captured the second
and fourth heats in 2:03 1/5 and 2:07
1/5 and earning $17,679 of the $35,000
purse.
From that beginning the Jug has
grown with the 1983 renewal racing
for a record $358,800.
The race founded by Joe Neville
and H.C.
Thompson both of
Delaware, Ohio, is the third jewel in
racing’s Triple Crown for three
year-old pacers.

Wayne “Curly” Smart first Jug winner.

LITTLE BROWN JUG WINNERS
YEAR

W IN N ER

1 946
1 947
1 948
1 949
1 950
1951
1952
1 95 3
1 954

E n s ig n H a n o v e r

D RIVER

F o rb e s C h ie f
K n ig h t D re a m
G o o d T im e
D u d le y H a n o v e r
Tar H eel
M e a d o w R ic e
K e y s to n e r
A d io s H a rry
Q u ic k C h ie f

1955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 95 9
1 96 0
1961
1 962
1 963

N o b le A d io s
T o rp id
Shadow W ave
A d io s B u tle r
B u lle t H a n o v e r
H e n ry T . A d io s
L e h ig h H a n o v e r
O v e r tr ic k

1964

V ic a r H a n o v e r

TIM E

W . S m art
A. C a m e r o n
F. S a ffo r d
F. E rvin
D. M ille r
A. C a m e r o n
W . S m a rt
F. Ervin
H . M c D o n a ld
W . H a u g h to n
J. S im p s o n
J. S im p s o n
J. O ’ B rien
C . H o d g in s
J. S im p s o n
S. D a n c e r
S. D a n c e r
J. P a tte r s o n
W . H a u g h to n

2 :02 .3-4
2:05
2:07.1
2:03 .2
2:03 .3
2:00
2 :01 .3
2 :02 .3
2 :0 1 .2
2 :00
2 :00 .4
2:00 .4
2:01
1:59.2
1:58.3
1:58.4
1 :5 8 .4
1:57.1
2 :00 .4

YEAR

W IN N E R

B re t H a n o v e r

1965
1 96 6
1 96 7
1 96 8
1 96 9
1 97 0
1971
1 97 2
1 97 3
1 97 4
1 97 5
1976
1 97 7
1 97 8
1979
1980
1981
1 982

R om eo H an over
B e s t O f A ll
R u m C u s to m e r
L a v e rn e H a n o v e r
M o s t H a p p y F e lla
N ansem ond
S tr ik e O u t
M e lv in 's W o e
A rm b ro O m a h a
S e a tr a in
K e y s to n e O re
G o v e rn o r S k ip p e r
H a p p y E s c o rt
H o t H itte r
N ia tro s s
Fan H anover
M e rg e r

D RIVER

TIM E

F. E rvin

1:57

G . S h o lty
J. H a c k e tt
W . H a u g h to n
W . H a u g h to n
S. D a n c e r
H . F ilio n

1:59.3
1:59.1
1:59.3
2 :00 .2
1:57.1
1:57.2
1:56.3
1:57.3
1:57
1:57

K. W a p le s
J. O 'B rie n
W . H a u g h to n
B. W e b s te r
S. D a n c e r
J. C h a p m a n
W m . P o p fin g e r
H . F ilio n
C . G a lb r a ith
G . G a rn s e y
J. C a m p b e ll

1:57
1:56.1
1:57.2
1:55.3
1:54.4
1:56.3
1:55.3

--------------------- FOR SALE
Bagged Aroostook oats.
Delivered anywhere in Maine for $144.00 per ton, early orders will be filled first

Arlo F. McPherson, R.F.D. No. 229, Mars Hill, Me. 04758.
Tel. 207-425-5252 after 8:30 p .m ._________

WANTED: Standardbreds To Board (V
New Twelve Stall Barn Now Available At A Cost Of $5.00 Per Day
Includes Hay, Grain And Daily Turnout

Contact-Tim Moran Winterport, Maine
Tel. 207-223-4198 After 4:00 P.M.

Gerry Smith’s “Dream”
Raising and racing successful
horses is not like making instant
pudding. There are no prepackaged
boxes of ingredients waiting for
water and a good stirring to bring to
a boil.
But when a full blown colt star like
Trusty Blaze suddenly explodes late
in the Stakes season it must seem to
some “ instant money.” Blaze is not
the fastest two year old ever to win
in Maine, Most Happy Rod com 
fortably holds that honor. Blaze is
not even the fastest Maine stakes
winner. Several seasons back Spud’s
Shadow and My Bird Lady fought
out sub 2:05 races week after week
at Scarborough.
But Robert Cain’s Trusty Blaze is
now the fastest Maine bred winner,
and the first sub 2:05 winner sired
by a Maine stallion. Off his 2:04.3
Farmington win, Trusty Blaze is the
undisputed leader of this year’ s two
year old stakes colts.
Though his timing was a bit off
schedule, his success is no surprise.
Blaze is the manifestation of Gerry
Smith’ s long term plan. He executed
each stage brilliantly with the help
of colt trainer, Gordon Corey and
owners like Cain. Gerry Smith is a
cunning horseman and a man who
does his homework and pays his
dues.
Smith made a career of nursing
grand
geldings
through
their
declining years. He has master
minded
countless
comebacks,
however short lived, for these aging
equine stars.
Among the best was Trusty
Dream, a game outcross son of
Adora’s Dream. By the time Smith
got that pacer to the races again, his
form er owners wanted him back.
Trusty Dream was bred to two
mares before he was sold, and those
test breedings made the races.
From only two breedings Trusty
Dream produced one New York
class filly, and Trusty Tough Guy, a
2:00 two year old and multiple aged
fast class winner.

B ya n th o n y
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Smith declined the offer and
wasted no time developing his own
plans. He announced that Trusty
Dream would stand at Whispering
Pines at Falmouth then bought
several mares to breed for himself.
He sold some of the resulting colts
in partnership, sharing the risk and
ultimately the success. Smith was
always ready with an opinion and a
photo as he promoted his stallion.
The first word of fulfillment cam e
from Carolina, where Gordon Corey
was wintering colts. Corey, a
patient, thorough trainer was im
pressed with the son of Ardina
Sterling, Trusty Blaze. By early
May Maine trainers were looking
over their shoulders for Trusty
Blaze.
But this colt developed slowly, and
for a time it seemed like Elm er
Ballard had this division all wrap
ped up with Gaelic Blazon.
Then at Windsor, with Gary
Mosher in the bike, Trusty Blaze
roared home in 2:05 flat. Now with
his win at Farmington and another
at Cumberland he heads for the
Lewiston finals as the colt to beat.
Even more impressive, there are
two other money winners from that
first local crop of Trusty Dream.
Add those to Trusty Dream’ s pair of
New York foals, and he’ s batting
1,000 with 5 for 5 at the races, with
two juvenile stakes winners.
Altogether the process consumed
nearly 5 years for Smith. Along the
way he was supported and en
couraged, but it was his energy, his
design and his money which fueled
the dream.
Now when Trusty Blaze steps onto
the track the crowd takes an extra
look, but those two minutes merely
compressed half a decade of work
and effort in a single thrilling effort.
Trusty Blaze represents growth in
the Maine program, and success for
his owners, but more than anything
else he reflects the ability and
perserverance
of
Cumberland
trainer Gerry Smith.

Maine’s fastest two year old pacing colt, Trusty Blaze with Gary Mosher driving
at Windsor Fair.

BROODMARES FOR SALE~~
“ iVou? is the tim e to b reed f o r the
lucrative Stakes p rog ra m s
C ontact: L o rin g N o rto n
6 1 3 B la ck stra p R d . F alm ou th , Me. 0 4 1 0 5
4 Tel. 2 0 7 - 7 9 7 - 4 4 1 8 ; » ;

Telephone betting in Pennsylvania of that amount is being bet by
is now five months old, if you look at customers who formerly wagered
it from harness racing’ s point of on-track and the other half is new
view, or one month old, if you regard ‘found’ money. Bork also feels that
it from the runner’ s viewpoint. They with an expansion of the track’ s
are not the same, since harness television show to new areas, which
racing’ s The Meadows, near Pitt he hopes to do as he interests other
sburgh, has until now been operating cable systems in carrying the
without television and flat racing’s program ,
he
might
expand
Penn National, near Harrisburg, telephone betting to far greater
with it. If one thing seems absolutely levels, perhaps $100,000 or more a
certain it is that telephone betting on night.
racing
without
accompanying
Penn National races Monday,
television is nothing to get excited Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
about, a racing innovation without nights and Sunday afternoon. Fred
much of a future.
Lipkin, who has been the track’ s
Telephone betting with television, race caller, produces and hosts a full
however, is another matter, and card telecast which Bork feels is a
although it has been in operation in tremendously effective educational
this country since March of 1981 at vehicle. It not only includes all races
the harness meeting at Louisville on the program and background and
Downs in Kentucky there still are a features on racing, but Lipkin also
lot of unanswered questions.
instructs his viewers how to bet
One of the reasons for this is the multiple pool races, how to ‘ wheel’
highly fluid and dynamic state of the exactas and ask for tickets, and
cable television industry itself, a other betting information. He also
daily changing picture that is analyzes each race.
moving so fast that even the people
The Meadows, meanwhile, is
in it have trouble keeping up. For moving quickly to television after
people not in it, including racing operating five months without it.
people, it can be a jungle. One racing
Currently The Meadows has some
man who knows cable and has a 1,700 telephone betting accounts and
degree in it, publicist Dale Owens of is averaging some $13,000 a day
Louisville Downs, says the cable without a television show. It seems
industry today reminds him of 200 reasonable to expect that those
blind elephants charging down a figures can easily be doubled or
path leading to a lush grassy plain. perhaps trebled in the Pittsburgh
“ They know the promised land is out area with a cable show ac
there ahead of them somewhere,” companying the nightly races. At
he says, “ but they’re not exactly Louisville Downs, which pioneered
certain of where it is or how to get telephone betting with its Call-A-Bet
there.”
two years ago, the track estimates it
In any event, Penn National after reaches 35 percent of the state’ s
one month of operation has some 350,000 to 400,000 cable-wired homes.
5,000 telephone accounts, is on four Still hovering in the background is
cable systems in the eastern part of a home activated system such as
Pennsylvania, is producing its own Warner Communications offers with
in-house 4V2-hour telecast each its Qube service. It is still down the
racing night (and Sunday afternoon) road a piece, as is the ultimate
and is averaging about $42,000 in answer to the link between television
telephone bets on each racing and racing in America. Until
program . Bill Bork, the track’s someone finds it, those 200 blind
progressive general manager who elephants are likely to be joined by
pushed hard to get an early start others, all seeking the promised
with Tel-A-Bet, feels that about half land.
LEADING MONEY WINNERS OF 1983 — as of September 19
HARNESS HORSES AND THOROUGHBREDS
(Harness horses capitalized)
Rank
Horse
Gait
Age
Money Won In 1983
1.
RALPH HANOVER
PACER
3
$1,710,618
2.
Sunny’s Halo
Runner
3
991,962
3.
JOIE DE VIE
TROTTER
3
985,026
4.
DUENNA
TROTTER
3
968,756
5.
CARL’S BIRD
PACER
2
901,760
6.
TRUTONE LOBELL
PACER
2
805,130
7.
CAM FELLA
PACER
4
739,056
8.
Bates Motel
Runner
4
735,000
9.
Tolomeo
Runner
3
720,058
10.
APACHE CIRCLE
PACER
2
635,098
11.
SHANNON FANCY
PACER
2
566,487
12.
Erin’s Isle
Runner
5
561,470
13.
Deputed Testamony
Runner
3
547,300
14.
Play Fellow
Runner
3
519,068
15.
WHY NOT
TROTTER
2
505,111
16.
Island Whirl
Runner
5
485,600
*17.
Slew O’Gold
Runner
3
453,390
18.
LUCKY LADY
PACER
3
443,466
19.
UMBRELLA FELLA
PACER
3
442,067
20.
VANKIRK
PACER
3
440,460
None of the harness horses, it might be pointed out, cost $10 million as
yearlings. Of the top six, Ralph Hanover was the most expensive at $58,000, Carl’s
Bird cost $35,000, Duenna and Joie de Vie were homebreds, Cam Fella cost $19,000
(and has now won just under $1.5 million) and Shannon Fancy cost $6,000.
C’mon over boys, the water^ fijie.v*, v\y.
v .y . y y *•
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MAINE STANDARDBRE
NOTICE! DAT
All of the Maine Breeders Sta
Sunday, Oct. 23, 1983. This wi
showcased properly with comp
also allow racing patrons to vi
day. Please plan accordingly!

Farmingl

| (3) Jodi Overlook

At the end of the week, when the
final accounting was taken, each
Maine stakes division winner at
Farmington Fair was visiting the
winner’ s circle for the second week
in a row. As an afterthought it
seemed easy to predict, but in
process the races were too hotly
contested to take winning for
granted.
The fast miles truly spotlighted
the best colts in Maine.
With juvenile trotter Oak Ridge
Dusty back on track the pressure to
perform was on Robert Knox’ s
Knotch Hill Skipper. But Doug Gray
helped the big trotter earn a new life
mark of 2:13. It was the fourth
consecutive win for the son of
Skipper Hill. Carolyn Marie was
second and Oak Ridge Dusty
salvaged third.
Jody
Overlook
continued
to
dominate the juvenile fillies. Her
string of wins now extends to five.
Chet Carter trains Clyde Crain’s
daughter of Pastime Fatman.
But the juvenile star of the week
was Trusty Blaze. That son of Ardina Sterling represents the first

Cumberland

(3) Suffolk Lark

(5) T.W. Happiness I

Div.
Horse
81 ft Carolyn Marie
81 ft Ammo’s Pride
81 gt Knotch Hill Skipper
81 ft Westridge Helen
81 gt Oak Ridge Dusty

Driver
L.Pks

2

81 cp Trusty Blaze
81 cp Trusty Star
81 cp Pacealong Bert
81 cp Gaelic Blazon
81 cp I’m Rainy Night

G.Msr

2

81 fp Jody Overlook
81 fp Say Louise
81 fp Bonney Eagle
81 fp Invisible Threat
81 fp Peerless Patsy

C.Ctr.

2

80 gt Knotch Hill Kevin
80 gt Hanbro’s Faith
80 gt T. W. Happiness
80 gt Greenacres Duke
80 gt Keystone Curly

D.Gry

z

80 cp Frost Star
80 cp B.K. King
80 cp Fiesty Fella
80 cp Race Me Prince
80 cp Maine Mariner

G.Msr

2

T.Vst

2

80 fp Sulina
80 fp Suffolk Lark
80 fp Race Me Michele
80 fp Michelle’s Image
80 fp Mac’s Miss Ammo

Northeast Harness News

i BREEDERS STAKES
CHANGE!

h Finals will be raced on
enable the program to be
e TV coverage and it will
all divisions on the same
M.S.B.O.A. Officers & Directors
Maine Colt Advisory Committee

ti Week
Maine crop of Trusty Dream. Trusty
Dream came to Maine after
breeding two New York mares. One
of those colts, Trusty Tough Guy was
“ David” to a score of Most Hapy
Fella “ Goliaths” in the New York
Sires Stakes.
So Trusty Blaze’ s success was not
unexpected in Maine. His two-yearold 2:04.3 Farmington score now
represents the fastest winner by a
Maine stallion since the inception of
the Maine stakes a decade ago.
The three year old winners in
cluded Chet Emerson’s T.W. Hap
piness who has a 9 race skein. He
was followed to the wire by Knotch
Hill Kevin, a New England sire
stakes winner earlier this month.
A pair of Mr. Suffolk three year
olds, Valerie’ s Beano and Suffolk
Lark, added to their streaks as well.
Beano won in 2:03.2 while Suffolk
Lark won for Loring Norton, the
owner of Mr. Suffolk.
Stakes races move to Cumberland
Fair, with but three legs remaining
until the finals which are scheduled
for Lewiston Raceway.

(4) Knotch Hill Skipper
.....•

............ ........ ....*

... * '

-..... ....

Pair Week
FinA ish
l
1
2
3
4
5

Earn
987
494
237
158
98
1974

St 1st 2d 3d
2 2
0
6
3
1 0
0
2
8
4 2
5 0
0
0
9
1
1
5

Mark
2:18.2
nr
2:13.0
nr
2:15.1

(1) Caroline M arie

i

1
2
3
4
5

965
482
231
154
96
1928

10
4
11
11
9

3
0
1
6
1

1
1
5
3
0

1
0
3
1
2

2:04.3
nr
2:07.2
2:06.0
2:06.4

)

1
2
3
4
5

1084
542
260
173
108
2167

8
10
10
5
9

6
1
1
0
1

0
5
3
0
1

0
0
2
0
2

2:07.1
2:10.1
2:10.2
nr
2:15.3

•k

1
2
3
4
5

1506
753
361
241
150
3011

11
9
11
4
9

3
0
8
0
0

2
1
0
0
6

2
1
2
0
1

2:12.0
nr
2:06.2
nr
nr

3

1
2
3
4
5

1708
854
409
273
170
3414

9
5
7
1
8

3
0
0
0
2

1
1
0
0
4

0
2
2
0
0

2:03.2
nr
nr
nr
2:03.1

)

1
2
3
4
5

1610
806
386
257
161

6
10
5.
9
9

2
5
0
1
0

1
1
0
2
2

1
0
1
0
2

2:06.0
2:04.3
nr
2:05.4
nr

(8) Sulinda

f
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Fourth Annual

New Hampshire
Standardbred Breeders and Owners Association

STANDARDBRED HORSE SHOW
By JEAN EMERSON
The fourth annual Standardbred Horse Show sponsored by the New Hampshire
Breeders and Owners Association was held in September at the Rochester Fair.
Judging the event was Denise McNitt D.V.M. of the Rochester Equine Clinic.
Good weather prevailed throughout, making this one of the most successful and
well attended shows on record. The program was well organized by promotional
directors Bob and Jean Ferland, capably assisted by announcer Wallace Tefft.
(Owner)

(Horse)
CLASS I - SUCKLINGS & WEANLINGS
1. Naida’s Champ
(Chiola Hanover — Rummy Helen)
2. Roman Chase
(Romano Hanover — Miss Chase)
3. Unnamed Colt
(Best Jeffrey — Our Little Miss Mitch)
4. Unnamed filly
(Best Jeffrey — Honey Sparkle Way)
5. Ursa’s Major
(Bret’s Richard — Ursa Hanover)
Reserve Champion, Oil Victory (Oil Burner — Brave Victory) is owned by Walter
Wheeler of Louden, N.H.

Frances Gay, Jr.
Dan O’Brien
Harry Mitchell
Harry Mitchell
Beverly Cartmill

CLASS II YEARLINGS
1. Naida’s Chiola
(Chiola Hanover — Rummy Helen)
2. Best Waltz
(Best Jeffrey — Gaelic Waltz)
3. Honey Blitz
(Blitzen — Honey Rodney
4. Donna Will
(Rockville William — Adele Adios)
5. Gaelic Tabatha
(Ricci Bold Payster — Tourterella)

Francis Gay Jr.
Paul Bottis
Fred Wagner
Ronald Green
Kathleen Bayley

CLASS III TWO YEAR OLDS
1. Oil Victory
(Oil Burner — Brave Victory)
2. Filbert Hanover
(Columbia George — Fella’s Dream)
3. Naida’s Star
(Job — Rummy Helen)
4. D.I. Dazzle
(Whata Baron — Skippa Lisa)
Peanut Gallery (Meadow Skipper — Drama Girl) owned by Riverslea Farm was 5. Naida’s Angel
chosen as Grand Champion at the Rochester Show.
(Romon Key — Evil Stepmother)

Walter Wheeler
Walter Wheeler
Francis Gay Jr.
Walter Wheeler
Francis Gay Jr.

CLASS IV MARES 3 YRS & OVER
1. Ursa Hanover
(Lehigh Hanover — Ursala Hanover)
2. Marilyn’s Pluff
(Greentree Joey — Marilyn C.)
3. Skipper’s First
(Mountain Skipper — Duffey’s Scotch)
4. Miss Chase
(Good Chase — Misty Morning)

Beverly Cartmill
Suzanne Nason
Norman Burley
Dan O’Brien

CLASS V 3 YR. OLD COLTS & GELDINC
1. Uncle Drosselmier
(Breadwinner — No Dinero)
2. Long Hill Joe
(Isle of Wight — Frisky’s Best)
Denise McNitt views the field of
in the Rochester Show.

Janet McCarthy
Paul Battis

CLASS VI 4 YR. OLD GELDINGS
1. Smoky Nickel
(P.R.L. — Ann Freehaven)
2. I’m Irish Too
(Irish Miracle — Ardore)

Joe Fisher
Thelma Poitras

CLASS VII MARES & FOALS
1. Ursa Hanover
and colt by Bret’s Richard
2. Miss Chase and colt by Romano Hanov<

Beverly Cartmill

CLASS VIII STALLIONS & GET.
1. Riv-Lea Ridge
and Sire — Coral Ridge.
2. Roman Chase
and Sire Romano Hanover

Bob and Jean Ferland, Rochester Promotional Directors, assist Wallace Tefft
with the line-up for the Standardbred Horse Show.
%

Walter Gilbert
Dan O’Brien

CLASS IX STALLIONS 4 YRS. & OVER
1. Peanut Gallery
(Meadow Skipper — Drama Girl)
2. Romano Hanover
(Torpid — Romola Hanover)

3. Coral Ridge
(Painter — April Hal)
4. Mandate
(Romeo Hanover — Blithe Spirit)

Stallions from Riverslea Farm.
v

*'
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Standardised Senior Citizens

Last Count (Tarport Count — Bettina Abbe) New England’s outstanding fourteen
year old, driven and trained by the Parker-Mosher team has annexed seventeen
wins this season for owner Philip Lyons of Westbrook, Maine.
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The recent pacer who campaigned in Canada’s
success of the indestructible pacer Maritime provinces, won 21 races
Rambling Willie has focused a great last year.
14-year-olds were
un
deal of attention on the older Many
members of harness racing’ s equine believably durable. Fourteen of
set, and rightly so. While venerable them made 40 or more starts last
trotters and pacers may have been year, with five facing the starting
slowed a step or two by the erosion of gate 50 times or more. Blazer Billy,
time, their competitive spirit and another
of
the
Maritime
courage often remain intact, so that Methuselahs, went to post 55 times
they still can compete successfully. in 1982. That’s more than once a
Probably the most interesting week.
group among the geriatric set are Eight pensioners took new lifetime
the horses at the end of their racing speed marks at age 14 last year. One
careers, the 14-year-olds. According pacer, Jake Jackson toured the mile
to the rules of the United States oval at Wolverine Raceway near
Trotting Association, no harness Detroit in 1:59 3/5.
horse may race after the end of his Jake Jackson also turns up as one
or her 14th year (all harness horses of three old-timers who earned
have a common birthday of January $300,000 or more in their racing
1st). Many performers, however, careers, Jake amassing $316,734 and
rack up impressive numbers before being
joined
by
Contemplate
settling down to the easy life of ($372,246)
and
C B’s
Frank
retirement.
($356,852).
Statistics generated by the USTA
In 1983, the 14-year-old mainstay
reveal some of the amazing Winter Son N, is competing suc
achievement of these senior citizen
cessfully at Liberty Bell Park in
trotters and pacers.
Philadelphia and has already won
There were 179 14-year-old horses five races and almost $10,000 this
who started for a purse in 1982, with year.
99 of them visiting the winners’
circle at some point during the They may be getting older, but
season — better than 50 percent.
harness racing’s amazing 14-yearThe most astounding figure with old trotters and pacers have the
regard to victories, however, is that numbers to show that while on the
14 old-timers won 10 or more races verge of retirement, they continue to
during 1982! Beam Frost, a veteran race just as gamely as ever.

D & M Quarter Horses
Offer The Following Services
To Discriminating Standardbred Owners

• Boarding $5/Day With Turnout
• Sales Preparation And Representation
• Horse Transport
Notice! We will be going to the Old Glory Sale Yonkers Raceway on Nov.
12th. Space available for horses.

Julia Dearborn
David Maltais
98 River Rd., Biddeford, Me.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. 207-284-5447:_________

H.H.I. News

New Tracks

The opening of Garden State Park
in February of 1985 has been likened
to a phoenix arising from the ashes
of the old facility, which burned to
the ground six years ago.
Directing this $111,000,000 en
terprise will be Bob Quigley, who not
long ago left his job as general
manager of The Meadowlands to
work for Bob Brennan, who bought
Garden State Park for $15,500,000.
Quigley envisions Garden State as
being more than just an ordinary
racetrack. In explaining why he left
his
six-figure
job
at
The
Meadowlands for this new venture,
Quigley
said,
“ Knowing
how
Brennan operates and how spec
tacularly he does things, and having
a lot of confidence that he would
want to go first class, I left The
Meadowlands
and an existing
contract — a good contract — to go
with Bob. I like the excitement and
the risk also.”
Construction has already begun on
the grounds, with metal piles upon
which the track structure will rest
already in place, and concrete
foundations started. Six thousand
tons of steel for the clubhouse and
grandstand has been ordered from
South Carolina. New barns will be
built and old ones refurbished at a
cost of $15,000,000, giving Garden
State stalls for 1,500 horses.
Quigley said that five new twostory
dormitories
for
700
backstretch workers will be built as
well as a new administration
building and recreation hall. The
existing track kitchen will be gutted,
refurbished and air-conditioned.
The track will have about 5,000
seats, and with outside facilities, the
park and standing room, will
com fortably accommodate 22,000
people.
There will be a mile track with a
mile and a quarter chute, and a sixfurlong chute, a seven-eights mile
turf course, with a mile and oneeighth turf course.
The track will be limestone, like
The Meadowlands, convertible for
harness horses and thoroughbreds.
The dates are legislated, said
Quigley. “ We will have a minimum
of 100 nights of thoroughbred racing
between February 1 and June 30,
and a minimum of 100 nights of
standardbred
racing
between
September 1 and December 31. We
will have no racing in January, July
and August, and our dates flipflop
with The Meadowlands. When they
have the standardbreds, we’ll have
the thoroughbreds, and so on.”
Dining facilities will not be or
dinary, either. The only grandstand
restaurant in racing is being plan
ned for the mezzanine level,
between the grandstand and the
clubhouse, accommodating about
350 people.
Facilities in the clubhouse will
include a trackside restaurant for
750 and on the top floor, a gourmet
restaurant similar to the Pegasus at
The Meadowlands, with seating for a
thousand.
And the name of the restaurant?
“ Phoenix,” of course!

WANTED

-
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extension to com e up with adequate
financing, Auburn Downs met the
Washington State Racing Com
mission deadline, and construction
of its $25 million harness racetrack
can now proceed.
In order to assure the first phase
of construction, the Washington
State Harness Club had to get $12
million of investor money into an
escrow account to satisfy state
requirements. The investors also
had to pass a personal background
check by the Organized Crime In
telligence Unit of the state.
One day before the deadline, an
investor who had bought just over $2
million in ownership shares was
rejected by the state, so the alreadyapproved investors made up the
difference.
Although the limited partnerships
offered to investors sell for $600,000
each, they may be purchased in
quarter shares for $150,000. In
vestment units will continue to be
sold, but the project can now turn to
financing by banks and other in
stitutions.
Among the 28 approved investors
are the following well-known names
in harness racing:
Del Miller ($150,000), driver in
Living Hall of Fame; Bill O’Donnell
($150,000), number one driver by
earnings in 1982; Kenneth Mazik
($1.2
million),
breeder;
Bill
Haughton ($150,000), owner in
Living Hall of Fame; Joe De Frank
($300,000), director of racing at The
Meadowlands; Sid Alpert ($150,000),
supplier for racetracks; Courtney
Foos ($600,000), driver, trainer and
breeder; John Walker ($2.4 million),
the m ajor investor who will coor
dinate the building of Auburn; Lou
Meittinis ($150,000),trainer; Jack
Howell ($150,000), owner;
Ray
Rem m en ($150,000), driver; Bill Lee
($300,000), veterinarian and past
president of Florida SBOA; Richard
Staley ($150,000), owner; Doug
Ackerman ($150,000), driver; John
Campbell ($150,000), this season’s
top
driver
in both
earnings
($5,073,766) and races won (337);
and Eldon Harner ($150,000), driver.
To be located in Auburn, south of
the Seattle airport and on the Seatac
freeway
linking
Seattle
and
Tacom a, Auburn Downs is expected
to be operable throughout the winter
and to have an enclosed, weather
proof grandstand. Plans are for the
track to open for racing in
Novem ber of 1984.
The state’s acceptance of the
Auburn Downs financial package
was a serious blow to the thorough
bred industry, whose expansion in
the state will be prevented by
Auburn Downs’ lock on winter dates
— unless the Racing Commission
changes its mind and permits
harness and thoroughbred racing at
the same time. A group of investors
had taken option on land in the
Sumner area for a proposed
thoroughbred track to be named
Washington National.
HARNESS HORSE INTERNATIONAL

Colts To Train

$18.00 per day.

At LITTLE RIVER FARM — Pinehurst, North Carolina.
Contact: GORDON COREY

c/o Remington, RFD No. 1

Cumberland, Me. 04021

_

*

Tel. 207-829-5277
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Ladies Driving Championship

Judy Cardella is presented the Ladies Driving Championship trophy by E,
Lawrence Osgood, Rochester General Manager,

AY$

Father & Son Driving Championship

Charles Connors and son Chuck accept the father & son trophy from Frank
Osgood, Director of Racing at Rochester.

Rochester Hall of Fame Inductee

E. Lawrence Osgood, general manager of the Rochester Fair was honored in the
winners circle recently as their latest Hall of Fame inductee.

Northeast Harness News

Rochester Fair Report
The 108th session of the Rochester
Fair shattered all records as an
estimated 155,000 people passed
through the gates.
Wagering was also at an all time
high with $985,690 received through
themutuels.
•
Over one hundred coolers plus
many trophies were presented to
owners, trainers and drivers.
Racing was extremely com petitive in both the New England
and New Hampshire Sire Stakes.
The Inaugural Ted Langdell
Memorial featured a classy group of
pacers, with a winning time of
2:03.2. The Ladies Driving Championship proved once again to be a
popular event as $9,600 was wagered
on that race alone. The annual
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Father & Son competition was well
supported and enjoyed by all. Those
drivers of special events received
vests and hats.
The
annual
Ralph
French
Memorial proved a highlight of Fair
week as Nifty Cristy, with Kelly
Case up, stopped the timer in 2:04.1
— a new trotting record for
Rochester, eclipsing the 2:05.1 set in
1936 by Alloway.
Another first, in Rochester Fair
tradition, was the $15 allotment
given to every horse finishing sixth,
seventh, eighty — encouraging
participation by helping with expenses.
Rochester Fair can truly be
considered the place where “ the
horseman is No. 1.”
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FOR SALE
Riv-Lea Ridge
Nifty Cristy and Kelly Case team up to break the Rochester track trot record by
winning in 2:04.1.

b.g. 4/15/81 °

(Coral Ridge p. 1:57 Melin Kimar by Brown Star 2:02.2)
Eligible for N.E. and N.H. Sires Stakes.
Raced twice as a two year
old in 2:10.3. Retired to farm in July to mature.
Intend to start training in November.

Price $3,500 Or Reasonable Offer
Contact: Bruce C. Gilbert
603-888-3103 Or 603-882-8931
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Notice!
CARE TO OPERATE A STAKE PROGRAM?
Executive Secretary Needed
Our present Executive Secretary, Rick Miller, has resigned effective January 1,
1984. As a result we are in need of someone to take over the reins and run the New
England Sulky Championships.
This is a part-time job administering a regional stake program encompassing the
states of Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont.
Bucky Day triumphs in 2:03.2 with Arrow Flash to win the Buddy Reed Memorial.

If interested, please send your resume. Interviews will be held in early November.
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
27 Gina Drive
Rochester, N.H. 03867

FOR SALE
Broodmares and Three-Year-Olds
Plus

Vermont and INew England
Stakes Eligible Yearling
By Klipper Minbar p. 1:58.1 $378,000.
Contact: Phoebe Chamberlain
Tel. 802-254-2700
Call Anytime!

Cleggan is reined to victory by Eddie Gilman in the three year old trotting division
of the New Hampshire Stakes.

.
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“A proven producer o f speed. ”

AMERICAN SHADOW p o22,
2

(Shadow Wave — Armbro Dazzle)
1984 Stud Fee $5,000

Massachusetts Premier Stallion

Farbro Diamond (American Shadow — Miss Nova Scotia) was a division of the Mass. Sire Stakes with Bruce Ranger driving for Barrie and Roger Farrar

RACE WINNERS FROM A FEW SMALL CROPS
Farbro Diamond p. 2, 2:02f
Farbro Shadow p. 3, 2:01.1f
Farbro Dazzle p. 3, 2:02.4f
Farbro Monty p. 3, 2:02.4f
Lady Pasquantonio p. 4, 2:02.3f
Farbro Doc p. 3 2:05.3

Myrtle Turtle p. 3, 2:03f
Speedy Turtle p. 4, 2:05.1f
Ms. Turtle t. 2, 2:11.2f
Farbro Mist p. 3, 2:07.2f
Farbro Mike p. 4, 1:59.1m
Farbro Wave p. 5, 1:56m

Roger & Barrie Farrar

RALSTON STABLES
27 Cross St.
Plainville, Mass. 02762
Tel. 617-695-6931
FoakEligiW c To'The Lncrative Mass; Sire 'Stakes And

New-England Sulky Championships'

on

* >!c;/o
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Foxboro Hosts Mass Sire Stakes

Nina’s Girl triumphs in the Mass. Sires Stakes Final in 2:03.2 with Marcel Robillard driving for owner Earl Gardner of Hanover, Mass.

Two year old Dari’s Babe wins the second division of the Mass. Sire Stakes with Rheo Filion driving for Dolores Campia of Dedham.
By K.C. JOHNSON
The Mass. Sires’ Stakes returned
to Foxboro for its final two
preminary legs on September 22, 23,
29 and 30. There were several
lifetime marks set.
The two-year-old trotting division
provided two consecutive upsets
along with two consecutive lifetime
marks. In the first leg, it was Crane
Hill James (Roman Key — Happy
Hostess)
and Andrei Guidette
surprised to win in 2:10 (while
trotting the last half in 1:04.3).
Naida’ s Angel, who has dominated
this division thisyear, was second.
Helen D’ s Magic was third; Ms.
Turtle fourth. The second leg
produced an even bigger surprise,
as the winner was Ms. Turtle and
James Morrill. She went wire-towire from the nine hole to win in a
lifetime best of 2:10.1. Naida’ s Angel
made several breaks, and, though
parked for almost the entire race,
rallied to be second.
The three top money earners
battled in both legs of the two-yearopld filly division. In the first leg,
Dari’ s Babe (Lebanon Glory —
Darlene’ s Dream) survived an in
terference break at the eighth pole

to win, wire-to-wire, in 2:06.2 (a
lifetime best). She was pacing away
from Wynn’s Mabel By, who was
second all the way. Crane Hill Jamy
held off Roman Maud to be third. In
the second leg, it was Roman Maud,
who sat second all the way, closed to
win by a length in a lifetime best of
2:05.2. Dari’ s Babe cut the mile but
faded badly to end up second.
Wynn’ s Mabel By was an easy third.
The twQ-year-old colt legs were
both won by Farbro Diamond
(Am erican Shadow — Miss Nova
Scotia), a horse who had previously
made no stakes starts, (but was the
upset winner of the Foxboro Fresh
man P ace). Driven by Bruce
Ranger, he came from off the pace
to pace away in the first leg, winning
by some five lengths in a blistering
2:03.1. Catamount Do Dah paced
well to be second, and Richelieu
Charter, though impeded, closed to
be third. In the next leg, it was more
of the same as Farbro Diamond once
again won, this time in 2:04.1.
Longshot, Sharp Lee Music, was a
strong
second,
and
Richelieu
Charter, who appeared ready to
challenge at the top of the stretch;

only
rally
for
third.
then jumped and finished third could
Farbro Diamond has now earned Hockomock Speedy, Farbro Count,
$30,180 in 1983.
and Cirle’ s Ivin were the balance of
the field.
The three-year-old trotters gained
The three-year-old filly division
a new entry, D’ s D’ s Miracle, who was also quickened as Nina’ s Girl
had paced all year in the three- returned. The rest did not hurt her,
year-old filly division. In the first however, as she once again won,
leg, Crane Hill Ilisa got back to her early capturing both legs in 2:04.1.
winning ways to win in a lifetime The first leg was com fortably won
best of 2:13.4. D’ s D’ s Miracle was by M arcel Robillard’ s filly. Crane
second, while the erratic Bay Ruby Mill Italia surprised to be second,
was third. A major surprise oc and Rock Maple Jan Jan (who has
curred in the second leg, however. controlled this division since Nina’ s
D ’ s D’ s Miracle went wire-to-wire to Girl departure) ended up third. In
win in 2:12 (the fastest mile in this the second leg, it was another easy
division this year). Crane Hill Ilisa win for Nina’ s Girl, as she went
flew through the stretch but missed wire-to-wire to win by almost five
by a nose and was second. Bay Ruby lengths. Hugh Provost had Rock
once again jumped and finished Maple Jan Jan under wraps in the
third.
stretch but she could not catch
The three-year-old colt division Crane Hill Italia, who ended up
was improved by the return of second. The remainder of the field
Farbro
Monty.
He
instantly was L. P. Pomp, Pauly’ s Shadow,
responded (in his first start since Farbro Knoxet, and Rock Maple
June) to win in 2:04.3. Sharp Lee D.J.
Max was second, and Last of Mick
The fields will be combined for the
was third. However, in the second rich finals on October 6 and 7. Based
leg, Last of Mick surprised to win on the performances during the past
wire-to-wire in 2:04.3 (a new lifetime two weeks, however, the favorites
m ark). Sharp Lee Max was once should be Naida’s Angle, Farbro
again second, and Farbro Monty, Diamond, Crane Hill Ilisa, and
who broke last at the quarter pole, Nina's Girl.’
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S.O.A.N.E. News
Commodore of Ponkapog

O N T H E RAIL
Now that the Am erica’s Cup races
have been drydocked for a couple of
years and the cheers of the winning
Australians have subsided, it is time
to reveal a little known secret: one
of harness racing’s most prominent
horsemen won The Am erica’ s Cup
twice! Not recently, mind you.
Nearly a century ago if you must
know. But the fact that any sport
sman could win that coveted boat
race two times — and with two
different boats — is something
special. Something else that was
special was that this sportsman
loved trotting horses as much as he
loved sailing the bounding waves.
J. Malcolm Forbes was his name
and money was his game. He had
lots of it, inherited from his father
who amassed a large fortune in the
East India trade. Young Forbes had
everything a man could ask for in
this life — except one thing — he had
wanted to go to Harvard and row
with the varsity crew team. Instead,
he went to M.I.T., graduated from
there in 1869, went to work for Pop
and made lotsa money. He (J.
M alcolm ’ s friends called him Mac,
for what reason nobody knew) in
vested in railroads and Bell
Telephone, in its early days. That
made the pile even higher. With so
many millions he decided to have
some fun.
“ M ac” had been racing boats
from the time of his first rubber
ducky and enjoyed the reputation of
being an expert amateur yacht
sman. He was a member of the New
York Yacht Club and was com 
modore of the Eastern Yacht Club.
With other members of a syndicate,
Forbes built the Puritan, winner of
the 1885 Am erica’s Cup. He later
becam e sole owner of the Puritan,
sold it, and bought the Volunteer
which defeated the Scots for the 1887
A m erica’ s Cup.
Commodore
“ M ac”
was
a
dominant man, considered by some
a crusty disciplinarian. He. ad
dressed the employees of his office
by the title “ M r.” . Just the guys, of
course. His yacht officers and crew
received the same courtesy. They

PH,LP1NES

called him “ M r.” , too. (Except for
his friends who called him M ac.)
A couple of years or so after
conquering the sea, “ M ac” (to his
friends) decided to becom e a land
lubber and went into the business of
breeding trotting horses. Did right
well at that, too. He started buying
land at the base of Blue Hill in a part
of
Massachusetts
known
as
Ponkapog.
Here
he
erected
spacious, well-ventilated stables,
fenced off some paddocks, and
constructed a three-quarter mile
track.
When he looked about and saw
that this was good, Forbes said: “ I
shall get myself some horses to
roam this land.” And he did. Some
REAL GOOD horses. He first
needed a young stallion to place at
the head of his stud and shelled out
$125,000 for a horse named Arion, the
highest price ever paid for a trotter
up to that time. Arion was brought
from the Palo Alto Farm in
California to the Forbes Farm early
in the winter of 1892. Prices on
choice trotting stock were at the
high water mark at that time and
Forbes bought several mares, also,
from Palo Alto — paying top dollar.
The bottom dropped out of that
market and all other markets the
following year. But that’ s what
makes horse racing.
Forbes didn’t stop there. He
bought the famous trotting mare
Nancy Hanks, campaigned her
during the 1892 season — the year
the low wheel bike sulky was in
troduced — and before the year was
out Nancy was the new w orld’s
champion. He kept buying horses:
Bingen, Peter the Great, apparently
following another prosperous hor
seman who once advised, “ If a horse
suits you, buy him and pay the
p rice.”
When he died at the age of 57 in
1904. J. Malcolm Forbes left his
widow — he had been twice
married — three sons and three
daughters. The two oldest boys were
in college at the time. Guess where?
Harvard.

A temporary injunction against
warrantless searches by agents of
the Illinois Department of Law
Enforcement has been issued by
U.S. District Judge Charles P.
Kocoras. Hearing on a permanent
injunction probably will be held late
this month.
The suit was brought by the
American Civil Liberties Union
whose attorney, Harvey Grossman,
thought
that
Judge
K ocoras’
decision “ will ensure the individual
rights,
privacy,
and
personal
dignity” of all race track workers.
Judge K ocoras’ order cited the
Fourth Amendment as prohibiting
“ unreasonable
searches
and
seizures.” He acknowledged that the
racing board’s need to regulate
racing was “ undeniably strong,” but
he felt that the board had not
established that “ this need could not
be met if they must show traditional
probable cause in order to obtain a
valid search warrant.”
The injunction also requires the
board to discontinue its requirement
that
applicants
consent
to
warrantless search as a condition of
licensing.
The Massachusetts State Racing
Commission has adopted a program
for bleeders which will permit the
use of the drug Lasix for confirmed
bleeders. The new rules will becom e
effective October 17,1983.

As there is no bleeder list at
Foxboro, all trainers wishing to
utilize the program must establish
their horse(s) are bleeders as
outlined. To expedite the establish
ment of a list prior to the inception of
the program, arrangements have
been made to have the track
veterinarian available from 9 a.m.
until 12 noon Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday for a two-week period.
Trainers must make arrangements
with the vet of their choice to scope
horses between those hours in the
test barn (paddock).
The judges office will notify
trainers as to when the above dates
will be.
After this two-week period, horses
may be placed on the program as
outlined in proposal.
The
payment
for
the
ad
ministration of lasix by the track vet
will be the trainer’ s responsibility.
All daily double horses on the
program must be administered
medication at 5 p.m., other races
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. Horses on
the program failing to show for
medication between those hours will
be scratched. This includes ship-ins.
The rules governing this program
will be posted in the entry room,
judge’ s office, and race secretary’s
office. Anyone wishing to have a
copy,
contact
your
S.O.A.
representatives or write the main
office and a copy will be mailed.
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Amtote strike continues

Track Topics
The international strike against
American
Totalisator
company
continued
throughout
North
Am erica. Amtote president James
Heffernan called it a job action by
the union; union business manager
Dion Guthrie called it a strike in
support of 186 Amtote employees he
claims were locked out after being
suspended for reporting to work up
to two hours late. In either case it
had little effect on most HTA
m em ber tracks serviced by Amtote,
It is now almost nine years since
Harness Tracks of Am erica’ s Tote
Automation committee stirred the
broth of competition that ac
celerated the era of cash-sell
totalisator equipment, and six
months since the present HTA
Totalisator committee, chaired by
Roger Jolicoeur of Blue Bonnets,
added new impetus to the quest for

progress with a productive in
terview session with all tote sup
pliers represented at the HTA an
nual meeting.
Increased competition has been
the healthy result, and if stirrings
felt and heard at HTA headquarters
are any indication, there will be
more of it in the months ahead. New
suppliers are being heard from,
established ones are strengthening
staffs and sales forces, and new
equipment is being developed and
marketed, in some cases on a highly
selective test basis. HTA’s tote
committee, meanwhile, continues
its active monitoring of the situation
and is planning a series of meetings
this fall and early winter which are
expected to add further zest to
HTA’ s annual meeting in late
February in West Palm Beach.

FOR SALE
1983 Foals (Mass. & N.E. Eligible)
• Jovial Fella’s only colt, out of Donna Me p.2.05.1 by Chipmans Heel,
her first foal.
• A big filly by Jovial Fella and out of a Kent Hanover mare.
• A colt by Queen’s Knight.
• Yearling colt by Full Dress, well mannered, ready to break.
• B'g 2-year-old Queens Knight gelding, started late, staked.
• Broodmares bred to Jovial Fella, 1:57.4 by Most Happy Fella.
• N.Y. eligible colt by Skipper Chance.
(Reason For Selling-Moving To Texas)
Arion, one of the outstanding stallions at Forbes Farm, which is now known as
Prowse Farm. This site in Canton, Mass, is presently being considered for a
national historic landmark.’,' ,
*vo .

203-889-0700 or 203-889-7006 (answering service).

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
The Season In Review — 1983

New England Pace winner, driven by Freeman Parker in 2:02.4, stands as owner Bob Levi accepts the trophy from Scarborough General Manager, Lloyd Johnson.

Another Record-Breaking Meet For Maine’s Showplace
Scarborough Downs closed out the
long 1983-summer harness-racing
season on Saturday night, Sep
tember 24th with a record-breaking
effort, as some 5,000 fans wagered
$212,132 on the 15-race program.
That final night Handle far sur
passed the former closing-night
record of $156,235, which has been
recorded during the 1982-campaign.
The highlight of the final racingprogram was the $4,000 New
England Pace, which went to Robert
Levi’ s Ryal Eagle with a mile in
2:02.4 for driver Freeman Parker.
With the final figures in, the 1983season will go into the Record Books
as the finest in the 33-year history of
Scarborough Downs. The Total
Mutuel Handle for the 123-program
season reached an all-time high of
$15,333,668, some $210,000 higher
than the 1981-Handle of $15,123,252,
which had been attained over a 126program campaign. The nightly
average Handle of $124,663 was also
another new Record, replacing the
former-standard of $122,044, which
had been set over a 114-program
season in 1980.
The Total Purses paid to the

By LLOYD JOHNSON
participating horsemen reached Record with a sensational trip timed
$1,226,669, an increase of $110,000 in 1:57.3. That mile eclipsed the
over the 1982-season. The State of form er standard of 1:58.4, which had
Maine’ s General Fund was enriched been set in 1981, and equaled in 1982
to the tune of $702,292, that in by My Bill Forwood. The roar of the
dicating a slight-decrease from last large Holiday Weekend crowd will
years $782,644 total. The Total At be long remembered as driver Rene
tendance on the year reached Poulin urged his gray-pacer home
241,000. On the raceway there were while topping an outstanding field in
1,605 dashes contested, with 1,401 of this years $20,000 Presidents Pace.
those events being timed under the
Other Sub 2 :00-Minute winners
2:10 marker over Maine’ s fastest,, this season included Jovial Fella
half-mile oval.
(1:59), Cheviot (1:59.1), Ryal Eagle
Since the DavRic-Maine Cor (1:59.2), and The Andover Story in
poration management team took 1:59.3. New Track Record holders by
over the Downs in 1979, the track has Age, Sex, and Gait on the tea r in
handled $68,798,983 on a total of 593- cluded Most Happy Rod (2:00.3),
programs, for a five-year nightly and Super Spud (2:01.1), Maine
average of $116,018 per-session. The Mariner (2:01.4), Lucky’ s Lazy
Attendance has risen over 1.5- Lady (2:00.2), Ryal Eagle (2:00.1),
million with some 7,135 races being Cheviot (1:59.1), and My Nite Song
contested. The participating hor (2:05.3). The fastest trotting event of
semen have received $5,843,673 in
Purse monies, with the State of the season was posted by Robert
Maine collecting over $4-Million Allen’s Star of Lov, with a mile in
2:04.3 late in August for regular
Dollars.
The highlight of the long 1983- driver Don Richards.
Among the Downs drivers-colony,
harness racing season cam e in the
September 4th Presidents Pace, the ’83 season provided a show-case
when the speedy New York-invader for the latest in a long line of out
Ideal Wilco shattered the Track standing State of Maine reinsmen,

as Gary Mosher finished ail alone at
the top of the standings with a 227win total. Paul Battis took runner-up
honors with 114 winning-drives, with
Leigh Fitch (104), Freeman Parker
(96), and Robert Sumner (81)
rounding out the seasonal Top Five.
The top Trainers on the year were
Joseph Gunn, Gary Mosher, David
Miller, Elmer Ballard, and Paul
McHugh.
The Downs will remain very ac
tive during the long off-season
period,
with
the
Stable-Area
remaining open for Winter Training.
Elliot Tracy has been named Stall
Superintendant, and is currently
accepting applications with the Fee
being a minimal $5 per-week, perstall. Also being featured all winter
long will be the Sunday Flea
Markets, which have attracted over
5,000 visitors each week in the
Grandstand-area.
Scarborough Downs has requested
1984-racing dates running from
March 18th through November 18th,
and are currently awaiting the dateallocation meeting which will be
held in Augusta on Wednesday,
October 12th.

Many Thanks To Participating Horsemen And To Our Supportive
Racing Patrons. W e’re Looking Forward To New Innovations in ’84!
Joseph Ricci, President

Lloyd Johnson, General Manager
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS 2:00-MINUTE MILES

1 - IDEAL WILCO
2 - MY BILL FORWOOD

(Donald Dancer)

9-6-81

1:57.3
1:58.4

3 - M Y BILL FORWOOD

(Freeman Parker)
(Leigh Fitch)

9-5-82

1:58.4

6-26-83
9-25-82

1:59
1:59.1

4-JOVIAL FELLA
5 - CLIPPER’S SEELSTER

(Rene Poulin)

(Willard Carr)

9-4-83

6 -CHEVIOT
7-R Y A L EAGLE

(Bruce Ranger
(F. Parker)

8 - B I G HUGH
9 - THE ANDOVER STORY
10 - THE ANDOVER STORY

1:59.1
1:59.2

(Walter Case Jr.)

7-4-83
9-4-83
8-15-82

(Donald Richards)
(Donald Richards)

6-12-83
7-4-81

1:59.3
1:59.4

1:59.3

